
Emir Temur and the 
Timurid Renaissance
Temur conquered an empire in Central Asia, 
seeking to restore the glory of the Genghis Khan’s 
Mongol Empire.
He and his dynasty (the Timurids) used wealth 
generated by conquest and trade to memorialize 
their own greatness, glorify Islam, and make 
Samarkand a center of learning and culture.



Name Conventions
Temur is sometimes transliterated as Timur
He title was Emir, which basically means a military 
commander
But he could not be Khan, because he had no blood 
relation to Genghis Khan
In the European Renaissance, he was known as 
Tamerlane, from Temur the Lame (he was crippled 
as young man)



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Contemporary statue of Emir Temur in front of the ruins of Ak Saray, his summer palace.Temur considered Shahrisabz his home townHe constructed a narrative about his lineage from Genghis Khan to justify conquest In addition to exaggerating his family ties to Genghis, he tried to emulate the previous conqueror’s careerHe blended the Mongol legacy of military and political power with Turkic and Persianate culture (art, learning, architecture) and muslim religious practiceOverall, he was very interested in how people perceived him, how their perceptions justified and propped up his claims to power, and how he would be rememberedHe and his dynasty, the Timurids, conquered and controlled much of Central Asia and used the spoils of both war and Silk Road trade to glorify themselves through patronage of art, learning, and architectureBased on what we learned previously about Genghis Khan, how could you guess that Temur sought to cultivate his image and legacy?



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Me at Ak Saray. This picture is taken from really far from the palace, it is absolutely massive! The grounds around Ak Saray are now a nice park, having been renovated after Uzbekistan gained independence. But some have criticized the ways that Uzbekistan has prioritized attracting tourists over real historical preservation. Some restorations have been cheap or inaccurate and I can attest that the grounds at Shahrisabz have a little bit of a Disneyland feel. But the actual ruins have been left pretty much untouched, which is better than doing a poor job of restoring them.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Closer detail of Ak Saray.The original arched gate or portal was more than 100 feet tall, much bigger than other structures from the periodAfter conquering Khorezm, Temur displaced and forced artisans and builders to construct Ak SarayAn inscription above it apparently read “If you challenge our power, look at our buildings”Not long after his death, Ak Saray began to fall down under its own weightSort of ironic, right? He wanted to impress and intimidate the world, so he built a palace so big that it self-destructed.Why was it so important to Temur to build such a large palace for himself?How does this structure represent his ideology of power and conquest?



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note the unrestored tile work on what was the interior of the portal arch. We will see more of this decorative majolica tile in later slides on this presentation.Your mind’s eye can kind of feel out the shape of the original (now collapsed arch).



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kok-Gumbaz Mosque, Madrasa, Mausoleum and Minaret (all four Ms!) in Shahrisabz.Ulugh Begh (Temur’s grandson) built the mosque in honor of his father, Shah Rukh (large dome on the right).The complex also housed a madrasa (religious school) and a mausoleum where Sufi Sheikhs (holy men) were buried.The blue tiled domes and arched portals are typical of Central Asian muslim architecture, which the Timurids adopted.The madrasa was already there before the mosque was built, and Temur actually moved his father’s grave there - apparently he wanted to establish a connection between himself and a scholarly family associated with the madrasa who claimed a direct family lineage to Mohammed.Why were the Timurids so interested in connecting their ruling family to the traditions of Islam, both in its traditional Arabian form and in its more specifically Central Asian Sufi form? What is the connection between political power and religious traditions?



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another blue-tiled dome and majolica tile portal.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Interior of a Timurid Era mosque.Note how ornately decorated the interior of this mosque was - this work was done by skilled artisans continuing construction traditions that developed over centuries in Central Asia. Timurid wealth developed through conquest and Silk Road trade allowed leaders to patronize religious architecture, glorifying Islam as well as their own leadership. It was really expensive, but the fact that they spent so much on it shows that it was an important priority for them.The left shows a niche with numerous arches (as on the exterior portals), as well as complex plaster texturing above the door, resembling cloth drapery, and the right is the interior of a large dome.The sheer size, rich coloration, and near absence of undecorated space overwhelm and impress the viewer.How does Central Asian architectural patronage relate to what we learned about architectural patronage in the Italian Renaissance? In both instances, wealthy patrons paid for costly decorations and built structures that echoed earlier architectural styles.How does the amount of wealth spent to build a religious building relate to the ways Temur represented his political power through architecture? 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bibi Khanum Mosque in Samarkand.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wider views of the Bibi Khanum Mosque. The facades (fronts) of Timurid buildings - which house the arch portals - were bigger versions of previous Central Asian buildings, but had less depth. It's kind of like the Timurids found a way to make them look bigger from the front without having to build them bigger in all three dimensions.So the Timurids built to impress, but on closer inspection, did they succeed? Or was it all just for show?



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Registan at night.Three madrassas face one another in this public square. It is the most notable tourist attraction in Samarkand and at night they light it up. There are pretty much always people hanging out here.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sher Dor Madrasah at Registan Square in Samarkand.This Madrassa is probably the most iconic one in Samarkand - it is one of three that face one another at Registan Square.Though Islam generally restricts visual depictions of humans and living animals, this portal features a notable exception. This prohibition is why we have seen some many geometric patterns in Central Asian decorative architecture.A tiger chases after a white deer, and either the sun or moon with a human face rises from its back.Art historians connect this imagery with pre-Muslim Zoroastrian practice. Zoroastrians had a strong interest in the observation of heavenly bodies - the sun, moon, and stars.This was one of the most important centers of learning in the Muslim world at the time, but the art on the front of the building is basically blasphemous.This is a neat example of religious syncretism - mixing of traditions through space and history. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sher Dor Madrasah at Registan Square in Samarkand.Here’s a closer look at the famous mosaic above the portal.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another portal echoing the imagery from Sher Dor, but without the sun/moon/face.Note the juxtaposition of Arabic calligraphy from the Koran with the depiction of the tiger and deer (prohibited in Muslim art).



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Shoxi Zinda Necropolis in SamarkandThis necropolis in Samarkand is a complex of tombs of many of the Timurids.It’s jammed with impressive portalled mausoleums covered in blue majolica tile.Apparently the Timurids wanted to be buried here because of a story that one of Muhammad’s cousins, who came to Samarkand in the 7th century died and was buried here.Of course the Timurids were concerned with how they were viewed by their subjects and any connection to Arabian Islam and Muhammad’s lineage was seen as politically useful.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tombs in Shoxi Zinda



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
More Tombs in Shoxi Zinda(It’s pretty hard to even capture them in the camera frame!)



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Details of tilework in Shoxi Zinda



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Interior of the Mausoleum of a Sufi SheikhTimurid Central Asia was predominantly Sunni Muslim, but in general had a lot of religious diversity.In addition to Christians, Jews, Confucians, etc, there were diverse types of Islam.In particular, various orders of Sufi Muslims were influential and coexisted alongside the Sunni establishment.Sheikhs were Sufi leaders that either traced their lineage through family or generations of religious teachings.You could think of Central Asian sheikhs as a kind of local saints within Sufi Islam.Some became very wealthy and mausoleums were built to mark their graves as holy sites.The ornate decoration is similar to what we find in mosques and madrassas - of course it was also very expensive, demonstrating the patronage of wealthy leaders who wanted to be connected to these sheikhs.How did this type of religious and architectural patronage compare with what happened in the Italian Renaissance? Though there was an important secular movement within Italian Renaissance art, there remained a connection to the Catholic Church and its saints.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Grave markers in a Sufi Mausoleum. Since Sufism was all about the lineage from holy teacher to student, a great sheikh’s pupils could hope to be buried alongside him the same mausoleum.Just as pilgrims could pay their respects in the Timurid people, they still visit these places (as well as tourists).Central Asian Islam was geographically far from the Arabian Peninsula and the hearth of Islam. How did Sufi lineages create a sense of connection to religious leadership in the region, despite the distance from Muhammad’s homeland?



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Horses tails mark the burial places of Sufi sheikhsSufis were Muslim, but in some cases their practices represent a syncretic mix with pre-Muslim religious practices.Some Sufi burial places are marked with a horse’s tail strung high on a pole.The picture on the left is inside the mausoleum shown previously and the one on the right is outside of another mausoleum.Anthropologists believe that this is an incorporation from earlier Central Asian shamanistic practices (think the Mongols and/or the Turks). Elsewhere in Central Asia, non-Muslim tombs are marked similarly.Remember the tile mosaic on the portal of the Sher Dor Mosque? It also incorporates pre-Muslim Zoroastrian imagery that we normally would not associate with Islam!This just goes to demonstrate the level of diversity and intermixing of religious practices along the Silk Road - conquest and trade created a melting pot of belief systems that all interacted to create something distinctly Central Asian.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sufi alms box.Sufis followed a variety of religious practices - some were quite worldly (even becoming wealthy Silk Road merchants!), but other orders were ascetics, renouncing worldly gain.This artifact was carried by a Sufi ascetic who renounced work and lived only on alms (donations).Note that there is space to slip money in, but not enough of an opening for anyone to steal out of it easily!Also, there is a high degree of craftsmanship in the metal work - the top echoes vegetal motifs common on majolica tile work, and there is Arabic script along the top of the side.My students sometimes ask how any true ascetic could afford such a nice alms box, others feel that ascetics were just being lazy by living as beggars. I just emphasize that this was that people were free to choose whether to give to choose whether to give alms or not and that many religions include examples of ascetic lifestyles - renouncing the world to focus completely on god.What connections can we make with other religions we have already discussed that also have ascetic traditions? (ex: any example of fasting, Buddhism, medieval Christian monasticism, etc.)



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ulugh Begh’s Observatory in Samarkand. Ulugh Begh was Temur’s grandson, who ruled from Samarkand.Where Temur was focused on conquest, Ulugh Begh heavily patronized intellectual advancements, most notably in astronomy - he was a ruler, but also an astronomer.The model on the left shows the layout of a giant observatory he built for precisely measuring the angles of heavenly bodies. The building is long gone, but the part that is underground (pictured on the right) was excavated by archeologists.This thing was a giant protractor - astronomers could view heavenly bodies through the opening at the top left of the model, but only from a specific point on the arc. Based on the point from which a star aligned with the window, they could calculate the exact angle of the star from vertical. The bigger the protractor, the more accurate the measurement - and obviously this device was massive.Ulugh Begh’s data were remarkably accurate - he used them to calculate the exact length of the sideral year (the time it takes the Earth to orbit the sun) within a 58 second error. This obviously required a lot of complex math, another of Ulugh Beg’s specialties.He catalogued data on more than 1,000 stars.Astronomy was so important because it allowed for accurate navigation using instruments like the astrolabe.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Giant Buddha statue.
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